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a b s t r a c t 

A number of industries use human inspection to visually classify the quality of their products and the 

raw materials used in the production process, this process could be done automatically through digital 

image processing. The industries are not always interested in the most accurate technique for a given 

problem, but most appropriate for the expected results, there must be a balance between accuracy and 

computational cost. This paper investigates the classification of the quality of wood boards based on their 

images. For such, it compares the use of deep learning, particularly Convolutional Neural Networks, with 

the combination of texture-based feature extraction techniques and traditional techniques: Decision tree 

induction algorithms, Neural Networks, Nearest neighbors and Support vector machines. Reported stud- 

ies show that Deep Learning techniques applied to image processing tasks have achieved predictive per- 

formance superior to traditional classification techniques, mainly in high complex scenarios. One of the 

reasons pointed out is their embedded feature extraction mechanism. Deep Learning techniques directly 

identify and extract features, considered by them to be relevant, in a given image dataset. However, em- 

pirical results for the image data set have shown that the texture descriptor method proposed, regardless 

of the strategy employed is very competitive when compared with Convolutional Neural Network for all 

the performed experiments. The best performance of the texture descriptor method could be caused by 

the nature of the image dataset. Finally are pointed out some perspectives of futures developments with 

the application of Active learning and Semi supervised methods. 

© 2017 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

Quality analysis activities are often used by industries to en-

sure the quality of their products. These activities are usually car-

ried out by human inspection, mainly by visually scanning the

products in a production line. The inspection allows correction of

problems and discards of defective products, resulting in a better

quality of the final production. However, the use of human beings

in the quality assessment adds subjective factors to this process

and, due to problems like distraction, stress, and fatigue, can ac-

cept products whose quality is below the desired level. These prob-

lems show the importance of the use of efficient image classifica-

tion techniques to improve the quality control in production lines

( Affonso, Sassi, & Barreiros, 2015 ). 

Frequent obstacles that arise when using these techniques are

the design and tuning of automated image classification system
∗ Corresponding author. 
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ince various aspects must be taken into consideration. Besides,

onsidering that wood presents, as natural raw material, a vari-

ty of macroscopic and physical features, such as weight (different

oisture content), color (variation), odor, hardness, texture, and

urface appearances, its distinction becomes even harder. 

In recent years, important efficiency gains have been achieved

y machine vision systems, due to the development of high tech-

ology camera sensors and advances in processing capacity. Mean-

hile, the price of systems based on cameras has decreased, en-

bling a cost-efficient classification solution environment for the

uality of an extensive variety of products. 

In complex problems as image classification, the capture of the

ssential features must be carried out without a priori knowl-

dge of the image. Therefore, modeling by traditional computa-

ional techniques is quite difficult, considering the complexity and

on-linearity of image systems. 

Although texture has not a clear definition, such descriptors

ave a wide application on image classification, computer vision,

nd similar fields. Hossain and Serikawa (2013) surveyed a group

f texture datasets from related to different areas of medicine and

atural environment. 
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Local binary patterns (LBP) is one of the most used descrip-

or considering its resistance to light changes, low computational

ost and ability to classify using fine details ( Nanni, Brahnam, &

umini, 2012 ). Different texture descriptors have been proposed

uch as, Histograms of Oriented Gradient ( Dalal & Triggs, 2005 ),

avelets ( Unser, 1995 ) and Gabor filter ( Mehrotra, Namuduri, &

anganathan, 1992 ). However the most traditional is Haralick’s tex-

ure descriptor ( Haralick, Shanmugam, & Dinstein, 1973 ). 

Due to the shortcomings of the manual process, Machine

earning (ML) algorithms have been widely used for classification

nd clustering of wood materials ( Gonzaga, de Franca, & Frere,

999 ). The representation of the data provided as the “experi-

nce” to these algorithms has strong influence on their perfor-

ance ( Bengio, 2009 ). 

A number of features usually requires computational complex-

ty and even greater runtime. Moreover, the noise in the database

aused by excessive image features can cause a reduction in its ca-

acity of representation. 

In recent studies, Deep Learning (DL) techniques presented

etter predictive performance than state-of-the-art algorithms

n many domains, including image classification ( Krizhevsky,

utskever, & Hinton, 2012 ). DL deals with the problem of data

epresentation by introducing simpler intermediate representations

hat allow to combine them in order to build complex concepts.

herefore, it is unnecessary to apply many preprocessing tech-

iques to extract features, which represent the image data ( Bengio,

009 ). 

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are a quintessential example

f DL model. Although ANN dates back to the 1950s, researchers

ow are able to train deeper structures than it had been possible

efore. The idea of using a higher number of layers, the multilayer

etwork, is justified by the learning algorithm used to train a net-

ork in image classification ( Al-Allaf, Abdalkader, & Tamimi, 2013 ).

On the other hand, because of its complex structure, DL needs a

arge volume of data to generate models with high predictive per-

ormance and, consequently, has high computational cost. Whereas

ecent works suggest that deep architectures might be more accu-

ate, their training was unsuccessful until the recent uses of un-

upervised pre-training ( Bengio, 2009 ). That could happen because

he gradient-based training of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

chieves some local minimum and additionally for deeper archi-

ecture became more difficult to obtain satisfactory result ( Bengio,

amblin, Popovici, Larochelle et al., 2007; Erhan, Manzagol, Bengio,

engio, & Vincent, 2009 ). 

A successful DL algorithm based on ANN is the CNN. Some

tudies suggest CNN is superior to traditional learning algorithms,

uch as K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP),

nd Support Vector Machines (SVM) for image classification ( Chen,

iang, Liu, & Pan, 2014; Ferreira & Giraldi, 2017; Makantasis, Pro-

opapadakis, Doulamis, Doulamis, & Loupos, 2015; Neubauer, 1998;

orlander, Grahn, & Maki, 2015; Park, Kwon, Park, & Kang, 2016 ). 

The literature points out DL Architecture as the best perfor-

ance solution for image classification. However, its computational

ost is much higher than the traditional techniques using texture

escriptors ( Gibert, Patel, & Chellappa, 2017; Krizhevsky, Sutskever,

 Hinton, 2012 ). 

The main objective of this paper was to analyze CNN to classify

ood boards regarding their quality. The models were trained on

 image data set, where each instance is a collection of pixel val-

es representing a wood board image in grayscale. This data set

resents three classes, according to their quality, with restricted

xamples. 

Moreover, the CNN performance is compared to traditional

earning algorithms, namely DT, ANN, and KNN. Each instance of

he training data for these algorithms is a set of texture descrip-

ors extracted from a wood board. 
f  
Since there is a “limited” number of instances to train the CNN,

t is hypothetical that CNN achieves similar predictive performance

ompared to these algorithms using texture descriptors. 

In this way, the traditional techniques using texture descriptors

eems to be the smart choice for this investigation problem, once

hey present the advantage of lower computational cost. 

In order to test the hypothesis, the classification accuracy

or these two approaches was validated, such as DL techniques

through CNN) and Texture Descriptors (through Haralick’s descrip-

ors). 

The next sections are organized as follows. Section 2 gives a

rief introduction of DL techniques and focuses on relevant similar

tudies. Section 2.3 describes the texture descriptor methods pro-

osed and investigated in this paper. Section 4 presents the exper-

mental evaluation of DL architectures and discusses the results. Fi-

ally, Section 6 presents the main conclusions and future research

irections. 

. Deep learning 

The recent revival of DL techniques was triggered by the works

n learning representations, or more traditional models ( Hinton

t al., 2012 ). DL architectures appear to solve problems that re-

uire complex highly-varying functions. Besides that, they usually

nvolve such problems with very large, and in most cases, non-

abeled data set. 

In order to deal with it, DL techniques learn characteristic hier-

rchies with features from higher levels of hierarchy formed by a

omposition of lower level features ( Bengio, 2009 ). 

DL assimilates complex behaviors with expansive information

ets to select effective characteristics automatically by neural net-

ork structures in quite profound layers. The model achieves such

oals adopting unsupervised layers succeeded by supervised ones,

pplying learning-teaching to signal data ( Kim, Choi, & Lee, 2015 ). 

.1. Convolutional neural network 

CNN has attracted a high interest in the image and speech clas-

ification scientific communities, since its topology is more simi-

ar to biological systems. Another main characteristic is its recep-

ive fields, which was inspired by the cat’s visual cortex ( Hubel &

iesel, 1962 ). 

The CNN topology is based on three main concepts, namely: lo-

al receptive fields, shared weights and spatial or temporal sam-

ling ( LeCun, Bengio, & Haffner, 1998 ). CNN can eliminate the fea-

ure extraction process imputing the network directly with nor-

alized images. Typically, an image data set contains many hun-

red pixels. 

If a full network is considered, each neuron is connected to ev-

ry pixel. Therefore, the computational cost and the memory re-

uirements would be unfordable. Another deficiency on the un-

tructured fully connected network for image classification is its

on-acceptance for local distortions on receptive fields. 

The spatial invariance is obtained through the shared weight

cross the image ( LeCun et al., 1990 ). Subsampling is an important

trategy in object recognition, as it helps achieve invariance to dis-

ortions of the visual image. 

Because of its own nature, image data set has a strong spatial

orrelation. In order to deal with that, CNN restricts the receptive

elds. Another characteristic of CNN is the shared weights. In this

ay, a set of pixels in a receptive field located at different places

n an image, has identical weight vectors, which outputs constitute

 feature map. 

This operation could be considered as the convolutional trans-

ormer. Each feature map is followed by a layer that performs a lo-
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Fig. 1. Architecture of LeNet-5. Source ( LeCun, Bengio, & Haffner, 1998 ). 
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cal subsampling. Thus, CNN is composed of convolutional and sub-

sampling layers alternatively ( LeCun et al., 1990 ). 

The main characteristics of CNN architecture are sparse con-

nectivity, convolutional layers and max-pooling. The spatial depen-

dence of the pixels on the image is exploited by local connectivity

on neurons on adjacent layers. Max-pooling partitions divide the

receptive fields into a set of non-overlapping rectangles and out-

put the maximum value ( Bengio, 2009 ). 

Features maps are obtained by convolution operations across

the image. The object used as input, in this case, an image is con-

volved with three filters and biases, which could be trained, as in

Fig. 1 , to form three feature maps at the C1 level. 

Every set of four pixels in the feature maps are summed,

weighted, associated with a bias, and crossed by a sigmoid func-

tion to create the three feature maps, described as S2 in Fig. 1 .

They go through a new round of filtering to form the C3 level.

Then, the hierarchy is responsible for developing S4 in a corre-

sponding way S2 was produced. 

At last, the combination of all pixel values is rasterized to

present a unique vector input to the conventional neural network

at the output ( LeCun et al., 1990 ). 

Considering the q examples e = (x , y b ) , the function Y q =
F (x, w ) , where w represents the adjustable weights. We could de-

fine a loss function : 

E q (w ) = D (| Y q − y b | , F (x, w )) (1)

This function E q ( w ) measures the distance between the real

data and the output produced by CNN. The most used criteria for

minimizing the error is the Minimum Mean Squared Error (MSE)

with penalties for uncorrected classes: 

E q (w ) = 

1 

q 

q ∑ 

q =1 

y q ( F (x, w )) + log 

( 

e − j + 

∑ 

i 

e −y q ( F (x,w ) 

) 

(2)

Where y q is the output of q-th layer. 

2.2. Artificial neural network 

The ANN architecture MLP typically consists of a specification of

the number of layers, one type of activation function of each unit,

and the weights of connections between the different units ( Rossi

& Carvalho, 2008 ). 

The algorithm used in training the MLP is the error back propa-

gation, and in this work, the pattern was the prototype vector and

its label. 

This pattern is processed layer by layer until the output layer

provides a rendered response, f , calculated as shown below: 
MLP 
f mlp (x ) = φ
n ∑ 

j=1 

ν j φ

( 

m ∑ 

i =1 

w i j x j + b 0 

) 

+ b 1 (3)

here w ij are synaptic weights; b l and b 0 are the biases; φ is the

ctivation function, usually specified as the sigmoid function. 

.3. Texture descriptor 

The texture is an internal property of almost every natural sur-

aces such as wood, the weave of a fabric, patterns in sand, leaves,

tc. It contains information about the structural arrangement of

urfaces and their relationship to the environment. 

Nevertheless, the texture is easy to be identified by human

yes, it is hard to be defined in mathematical terms. 

Haralick and their colleagues ( Haralick, Shanmugam, & Dinstein,

973 ) specifically define texture on a more rigorous way, consider-

ng it as a set of features extracted from spatial domain for a given

robability distribution of grayscale on an image. 

There are two possible approaches to texture description: struc-

ural and statistical. In both cases, some requirements must be

onsidered as invariance to position, scale and rotation. 

The main example of structural is the Fourier transform of the

mage. The most usual statistical approach is the co-occurrence

atrix ( Haralick, Shanmugam, & Dinstein, 1973 ), thanks to its best

erformance. 

.4. Statistical texture descriptors 

Suppose a discretized image I m.n = [ i x,y ] is assumed to be a

aussian random field, where i x, y denotes the gray level of a pixel

t location x, y ∈ Z , with the quantized pixel i x, y < 2 8 , i x,y ∈ N . 

The co-occurrence matrix contains elements, which counts the

ixels with the same brightness, according to certain distance and

ngle. 

For n distinct gray level partitions; 

 i = 

2 

8 

i 
, i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n (4)

There is the Spatial Gray Level Dependence matrix SGLD = [ p i, j ]

p i, j = 

n ∑ 

1 

n ∑ 

1 

(i x,y ∈ b i ) . (i x,y ∈ b j ) (5)

nd the normalized form: p i, j = 

p i, j 

| p i, j | 
Considering the averages u x and u y and standard deviations s x 

nd s y : 

 x = 

∑ 

i 

∑ 

j 

p i, j ; u y = 

∑ 

j 

∑ 

p i, j (6)
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2 
x = 

∑ 

(1 − u x ) 
2 
∑ 

p i, j ; s 2 y = 

∑ 

(1 − u y ) 
2 
∑ 

p i, j (7)

A feature can be extracted from SGLD through its entropy, en-

rgy, max intensity, correlation, and inverse difference moment: 

ntropy = −
∑ 

p i, j log 2 p i, j (8) 

nergy = 

∑ ∑ 

p 2 i, j (9) 

ax = Max (p i, j ) (10)

orrelation = 

∑ ∑ (1 − u x )(1 − u y ) p i, j 

s x s y 
(11) 

DM = 

∑ ∑ p i, j 

1 + | i − j| (12) 

. Related work 

The success of DL techniques, and more specifically CNN, is

ainly due to their superior predictive performance when com-

ared with other ML techniques. Commonly image processing

asks successfully addressed by CNN are handwritten and image

ecognition problems ( LeCun, Bengio, & Haffner, 1998; LeCun et al.,

990; Neubauer, 1998 ). 

LeCun, Bengio, and Haffner (1998) compared different CNN,

ith different architectures (e.g., LeNet-1 and LeNet-5), to other

lassifiers, such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) and K-Nearest

eighbor (KNN), for a handwritten database. In that study, the

Boosted LeNet-4”, an ensemble of three LeNet-4 1 , closely followed

y LeNet-5 achieved the smaller error rates. However, SVM had ex-

ellent accuracy, which is remarkable, according to the author, as

t does not include a priori knowledge about the problem. On the

ther hand, SVM required a considerable amount of memory and

omputational time. 

Besides the handwritten problem, Neubauer (1998) compared a

ariation of convolutional networks, namely Neocognitron (NEO),

o other traditional classifiers for face recognition task. The author

btained error rates of 4.5%, 12.9% and 6.4% for NEO, KNN, and

LP, respectively. 

According to the author, these positive rates for KNN and NEO

ecline significantly when the classifiers are tested under more un-

onstrained conditions, as those related to pose and illumination,

owever, the background does not present great influence. Other

reprocessing steps, such as contour extraction or high pass filter-

ng were not applied since CNN already performs edge detection. 

Other researchers focus on problems similar to the one we

re addressing on this paper. For instance, a visual automated

ystem using CNN was evaluated by Makantasis, Protopapadakis,

oulamis, Doulamis, and Loupos (2015) to visual tunnel inspection.

Indeed, CNN was employed to hierarchically construct high-

evel features from low-level ones aiming to describe defects, and

 MLP to perform detection task. Unlike, in the present paper, CNN

as employed to generate high-level features and performs the vi-

ual inspection of timber woods. 

Moreover, the authors also compared CNN to existing ML tech-

iques following a conventional paradigm of this area, which con-

ists of using features extracted from images instead of raw pixels.

The textures were used as input of these ML techniques.

ue to particular characteristics of wood and tunnel inspection
1 four first-level feature maps, followed by eight subsampling maps connected in 

airs to each first-layer feature maps, then 16 feature maps, followed by 16 sub- 

ampling maps, followed by a fully-connected layer with 120 units, followed by the 

utput layer (ten units). 

c

roblems, the set of features extracted from images were differ-

nt. Makantasis, Protopapadakis, Doulamis, Doulamis, and Loupos

2015) compared their proposed approach to MLP, SVM, K-NN and

T. As in the other studies, CNN outperformed the conventional

L techniques by at least 12%. 

Gibert, Patel, and Chellappa (2017) used CNN during railway

rack inspection for defects on crossties and rail fasteners. The

ross-ties may be of ten different materials (e.g., wood, plastic,

etal, or concrete) and the fastener could be of different types

e.g., elastic clips, bolts, or spikes). 

For the material classification task, the CNN predictive per-

ormance was evaluated and compared to a fast K-NN algorithm

 Muja & Lowe, 2009 ). 

In this case, the input were the features obtained by a Lo-

al Binary Pattern (LBP) with two variations. Experimental results

howed that the best CNN accuracy 95% against 83% of the best

ombination of feature extractor and K-NN. 

The study of Park, Kwon, Park, and Kang (2016) investigated

NN applied to defect detection in many materials, such as sili-

on wafer, solid paint, stone, and wood. The main objective of this

ork was to compare CNN to other techniques, like PSO-ICA, Ga-

or Filter ( Mehrotra, Namuduri, & Ranganathan, 1992 ) and Random

orest (RF). For the latter, a variance of features was used Kwon,

on, and Kang (2015) , while CNN does not need a feature extrac-

ion process since it has an embedded module. 

Experimental results showed CNN achieved the smallest error

ates for five out of seven different materials. The two materials

or which CNN was outperformed were wafer and solid paint. For

ood, CNN obtained an error rate of 4.21% against 10.73% of Gabor

lter, the second best. 

In Norlander, Grahn, and Maki (2015) , a CNN was used to find

ooden knots in images of oak boards. This problem requires a

isual inspection system able to deal with knots that can have dif-

erent aspects, such as size, color, and noise images. 

One of the challenges in that study was the limited amount of

ata to train CNN. Thus, the author initialized CNN using a pre-

rained network on a bigger (different) data set, i.e., they used a

ransfer learning strategy. 

CNN experimental results were compared to SVM using

OG ( Dalal & Triggs, 2005 ) features. The former presented a sig-

ificantly better predictive performance and the transfer learning

ould improve these results even considering CNN was pre-trained

n a different data set domain. 

An approach to granite tiles classification using CNN is pre-

ented in Ferreira and Giraldi (2017) . However, instead of employ-

ng CNN for the whole classification process, only the feature ex-

raction method embedded into CNN is used. For such, Ferreira and

iraldi (2017) proposed a methodology where the last CNN layer is

emoved and the feature vectors are the input. 

DL techniques have used for several tasks of classification, in

hong, Han, and Park (2017) offer a systematic analysis of use of

L networks for market analysis and predictions. On the same way

nsupervised extractive using auto encoders was used with good

esults ( Yousefi-Azar & Hamey, 2017 ). 

For image classification through texture descriptors, the litera-

ure presents the improvement of local binary patterns in texture

nalysis ( Kwak, Xu, & Wood, 2015 ). In are evaluated feature from

mages using descriptors ( Oliva, Lee, Spolaôr, Coy, & Wu, 2016 ),

roposes a method based on the use of scale invariant features

ransform ( Abdolshah, Teimouri, & Rahmani, 2017 ) for classifica-

ions containers x-ray images. In the table is presented the main
ontributions in this area. 
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Fig. 2. Classification techniques. 

Fig. 3. Classification of the wood samples. Source: Own Authors. 
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4. Experiments 

In this section, it is presented the experiments carried out to

evaluate the image classification performance for CNN and com-

pare them to other ML techniques for the classification of wood

board quality. The main difference of CNN is that it is able to ex-

tract features from the raw image pixels, while more traditional

classification algorithms expected a set of features describing an

image, as input. Therefore, in this paper it was used Haralick’s tex-

ture descriptors to pre-process an image before training a model

by different ML techniques, i.e., KNN), ANN, DT and SVM. This

strategy is shown on Fig. 2 . 

As discussed earlier, the hypothesis is that some or all these

traditional ML algorithms will generate more accurate models than

CNN due to the characteristics of this problem, particularly small

number of instances and well-defined domain. 

4.1. Data 

The images used in these experiments were acquired within

a Brazilian sawmill company, which commercializes wood as raw

material to other industries. 

In this company, wood boards are classified by experts as A,

B or C, according to their quality. Wood boards classified as A do

not present defects and do not need any further process. Wood

boards classified as B need extra processes before they are sold.

The last class indicates wood with major defects and just small

parts will be used. Fig. 3 shows examples of the wood images clas-

sified according to this company’s experts in A, B and C quality. An

amount of 374 images, 640 × 480 pixels each, have been captured

from the three different qualities of pine wood boards through a

1.3 Megabyte pixel WebCam. 

The resolution of these images was changed to 96 × 27 pixels.

From the amount of 374, 144 images were labeled as A (38,5%), 177

were classified as B (47,3%) and 53 as C (14,2%). Therefore, the last

one is a class with imbalanced classification problem. The image

processing system operates as follow. The features are extracted

from color images by treating each channel of color image (Red-
reen-Blue) as a monochrome image and transforming their shape

nformation into pixel surfaces. 

In the second step, a matrix is created with the numeric values

f color intensity corresponding to each pixel (between 0 and 255).

Later, it performs normalization into the numerical matrix,

here it is assigned a unit value for pixel maximum intensity and

ero to minimal intensity. These features will be the input for the

NN algorithm. 

Each example e = (x , y b ) consists of a tuple of p attributes val-

es x = (x 1 , . . . , x p ) , where p is the number of pixels of the im-

ge, and a scalar label y b ∈ {−1 , 0 , 1 } , corresponding respectively

o qualities A, B and C. The set of all 374 examples constitutes a

ata set named here as A-B-C. 

Another data set is generated from the same features, but, in-

tead of considering classes A, B and C, the classes B and C are

ggregated. Therefore, this data set has only two classes and it is

amed A-BC. 

This is done because some companies or experts may be in-

erested in classifying wood on approved boards (class A) and not

pproved boards (classes B and C). 

.2. Feature extraction 

On the opposite to CNN, the features extracted directly from

he images are not appropriate for traditional ML algorithms, as

iscussed earlier. 

To describe these images properly for these algorithms, texture

escriptors can be used. 

In this paper, the images are described using Haralick’s texture

eatures since they have been widely and successfully employed

or this purpose ( Leng & Huang, 2012; Nanni, Brahnam, & Lumini,

012 ). 

For such, a Spatial Gray Level Dependence Matrix (SGLD) from

he image and Haralick’s texture features are computed from the

GLD. 

The inputs to the classification techniques are: 

a) Image: the input gray scale image 

b) Input bits: the gray level resolution of the input image, e.g. for

a 256 gray level image input bits = 8 

c) Output bits: the gray level resolution of the SGLD matrix, e.g.

for output bits = 0, the SGLD matrix will be at a resolution of

input bits, e.g. for output bits = 1, the SGLD matrix will be at a

resolution of input bits = -1, etc. 

d) the distance between pixels for calculating the SGLD matrix; it

can take values between 0 and the minimum size of image. 

e) Theta: the angle, at which the SGLD matrix is calculated; it can

take on values of 0 o or 45 o or 90 o or 135 o . 

Note: a pair of pixels is counted for both the forward and the

ackward directions for calculating the SGLD matrix. 

The outputs are: 

a) SGLD matrix 

b) energy, entropy, maximum probability, correlation, Inverse Dif-

ference Moment (IDM) 

Therefore, each example using texture descriptor, e = (x , y b ) ,

onsists of the five Haralick’s texture features extracted from the

mages, x = {entropy, energy, maximum intensity, correlation, IDM}

nd the target, y b ∈ { A, B, C }. Just as for CNN, another data set

s created using the same features, x , but considering only two

lasses: A and BC, where BC is the aggregation of classes B and

. 

As it can be verified at Table 2 , Haralick’s descriptor had a good

erformance to extract features from the image data set and to

luster them on approved parts (class A) and not approved parts
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Table 1 

Relative works summary. 

Author Application / material Technique 

LeCun, Bengio, and Haffner (1998) handwritten-lenet4 CNN-SVM,KNN 

Neubauer (1998) handwritten and face neocog-KNN,MLP 

Makantasis, Protopapadakis, Doulamis, Doulamis, and Loupos (2015) visual tunnel inspection CNN-SVM,KNN,DT 

Norlander, Grahn, and Maki (2015) wooden knot detection CNN 

Park, Kwon, Park, and Kang (2016) material inspection CNN 

Oliva, Lee, Spolaôr, Coy, and Wu (2016) medical images Haralick 

Chong, Han, and Park (2017) market analysis Deep Learning 

Yousefi-Azar and Hamey (2017) email messages CNN 

Kwak, Xu, and Wood (2015) high dimensional space LBP 

Gibert, Patel, and Chellappa (2017) Railway Inspection LBP and Gabor 

Ferreira and Giraldi (2017) Granite Classification GLCM, HOG and LBP 

Abdolshah, Teimouri, and Rahmani (2017) X-rays containers SIFT 

Table 2 

Haralick descriptor for test and training data set. 

Class entropy energy intensity correlation IDM 

A 0.51 ± 0.11 1.31 ± 0.27 0.63 ± 0.12 2.30 ± 0.16 4.43 ± 1.37 

B 0.48 ± 0.07 1.51 ± 0.23 0.61 ± 0.09 3.19 ± 0.64 34.58 ± 28.96 

C 0.38 ± 0.10 1.87 ± 0.38 0.50 ± 0.12 3.22 ± 0.66 26.60 ± 21.08 

Table 3 

Convolutional neural network parameters and performance. 

Topology Accuracy κ

10-3-3-2-2, 12-3-3-2-2 0.6470 ± 0.0979 0.5837 ± 0.1175 

10-5-5-2-2, 15-5-5-2-2 0.5881 ± 0.1443 0.5484 ± 0.1094 

20-3-3-2-2, 25-3-3-2-2 0.6339 ± 0.1405 0.5665 ± 0.1276 

20-5-5-2-2, 25-5-5-2-2 0.5714 ± 0.1344 0.5380 ± 0.1079 

20-10-10-4-4, 25-10-10-4-4 0.7769 ± 0.0711 0.6115 ± 0.1239 
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Table 4 

CNN Confusion matrix: Classes A, B and 

C. 

real \ predicted A B C 

A 117 27 0 

B 17 158 2 

C 15 28 10 

Table 5 

CNN Confusion matrix: Classes A 

and BC. 

real \ predicted A BC 

A 99 45 

BC 33 197 
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class B and C). This table shows the average value for each char-

cteristic extracted and the standard deviation (STD). 

Considering the IDM Texture descriptor, for instance, it is pos-

ible to verify that image type-A forms a cluster. However, its de-

criptor is not enough to classify the images type B and C. 

.3. Classification techniques 

All the classification techniques employed in this paper were

sed from Weka (Waikato Environment for knowledge Analysis)

oftware, which is a collection of machine learning algorithms for

ata mining tasks ( Witten & Frank, 20 0 0 ). Particularly, CNN was

erformed using a plugin for Weka written by Johannes Amtn. 2 

he predictive performance of each algorithm is assessed by the

ccuracy and Cohen Kappa measures. The former is easier to inter-

ret but does not consider the class imbalance while the latter is

he opposite. 

.3.1. Convolutional neural network 

Some computational experiments were carried out in order to

ptimize the CNN topology as shown on Table 3 for the A-B-C data

et. The topology is defined by the number of feature maps, patch

idth, patch height, pool width and pool height, respectively, sep-

rated by a hyphen. Besides this parameter, the number of maxi-

um training iterations (epochs) was set to 100. For each topology,

he CNN algorithm was performed 10 times, due to the tuning of

earning rate process and cost parameters. 

Among all parameters evaluated, the best results were found

sing the topology 20-10-10-4-4, 25-10-10-4-4, which achieved ac-

uracy of 77.69% and κ = 0 . 6115 . Since CNN was performed 10

imes, it produced different confusion matrices. A typical case for
2 https://github.com/amten/NeuralNetwork 

w  

T  

p  
his topology is presented on Table 4 , which generated an accu-

acy of 76.20%. It is possible to see that most of the error was

ainly due to the misclassified examples between classes A-B and

etween classes B-C. Thus, differentiating between A-C is easier

han the other classes. This result was expected since class A corre-

ponds to non-defective wood boards while class C represent wood

oards with major problems. 

It is important on classification problems to compare the class

endencies errors, such as presented in Table 4 . 

Although CNN has been designed to extract features from the

aw image pixels, we also tested CNN with the texture descriptor

eatures to support the claim that CNN is not appropriate for this

cenario. This experiment resulted in an accuracy = 47 . 33 ( ± 1.05)

nd κ = 0 . 00 ( ± 0.00) because CNN generated a random model

hich predicted all examples as class B. Moreover, we also run

NN using the same parameter values over the binary data set,

.e., considering only classes A and BC, as described in Section 4.1 .

he confusion matrix for this data set is presented on Table 5 , and

n this case, the predictive performance was accuracy = 79.07 ( ±
.95) and κ = 0.5493 ( ± 0.2156). % 

.3.2. Artificial neural network - ANN 

The MLP parameter values were set on computational exper-

ments as shown on Table 6 . The interval tested and other values

ere based on expert knowledge of this technique for this domain.

he configuration of the number of layers and neurons is accom-

lished by choosing the architecture that has the lowest permissi-

https://github.com/amten/NeuralNetwork
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Table 6 

MLP parameters and predictive performance. 

η momentum # nodes accuracy κ

0.3 0.2 4 80.50 ± 4.27 0.6686 ± 0.0695 

0.3 0.2 8 81.26 ± 4.90 0.6807 ± 0.0805 

0.3 0.4 4 79.94 ± 3.67 0.6612 ± 0.0597 

0.3 0.4 8 81.01 ± 2.85 0.6789 ± 0.0512 

0.6 0.2 4 80.20 ± 4.73 0.6671 ± 0.0780 

0.6 0.2 8 79.91 ± 3.83 0.6626 ± 0.0618 

0.6 0.4 4 81.00 ± 3.56 0.6791 ± 0.0547 

0.6 0.4 8 78.85 ± 4.46 0.6455 ± 0.0713 

Table 7 

MLP confusion matrix: Classes A, B and 

C. 

real \ predicted A B C 

A 140 4 0 

B 17 150 10 

C 5 34 14 

Table 8 

MLP confusion matrix: Classes A 

and BC. 

real \ predicted A BC 

A 38 0 

BC 0 56 

Table 9 

KNN confusion matrix: Classes A, B and 

C. 

real \ predicted A B C 

A 139 4 1 

B 15 144 18 

C 5 24 24 

Table 10 

KNN confusion matrix: Classes A 

and BC - accuracy 93,4%. 

real \ predicted A BC 

A 138 6 

BC 22 208 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 11 

SVM confusion matrix: Classes A, B and 

C. 

real \ predicted A B C 

A 142 2 0 

B 18 159 0 

C 7 45 1 

Table 12 

SVM confusion matrix: Classes 

A and BC. 

real \ predicted A BC 

A 38 0 

BC 1 55 

Table 13 

DT confusion matrix: Classes A, B and C. 

real \ predicted A B C 

A 131 10 3 

B 13 148 16 

C 4 24 25 
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d  
ble error or running time. The generated model achieved an accu-

racy of 81.26% ( ± 4.90) and κ = 0 . 6807 ( ± 0.0805) 

It is imperative to compare the class tendencies errors based on

confusion matrix, for the case of ANN, as presented on Table 7 for

the best results. 

The confusion matrix for the 2 class configuration A-BC is pre-

sented on Table 8 . 

The value found for this case was accuracy = 93.56% ( ± 3.86)

and κ = 0.8673 ( pm 0.0796). 

4.3.3. K-Nearest Neighbors - KNN 

KNN is among the simplest machine learning algorithms. It is

used to classify an example based on the classes of the k clos-

est training examples in data set feature space, known as nearest

neighbors. Many different measures can be used to compute the

distance among the examples. In this paper, we employed the KNN

algorithm using the Euclidean distance and k = 3 . In this case, the

value found was; κ = 0.703 ( ± 0.108) and accuracy = 82.11% ( ±
6.499) according to Table 9 . The confusion matrix for the 2 class

configuration A-BC is presented on Table 10 ; the value found was

accuracy = 92.50% ( ± 4.15) and κ = 0 . 8456 ( ± 0.0846). 
.3.4. Support vector machines - SVM 

SVM is a learning technique based on Statistical Learning The-

ry ( Vapnik, 1995 ). This technique is robust to high-dimensional

ata and has been shown high generalization ability in differ-

nt domains ( Statnikov, Wang, & Aliferis, 2008 ). The principle of

VMs in classification problems is to find an optimum hyperplane

hat satisfactory split the input data. The optimum hyperplane is

efined such that the separation margin among classes is maxi-

ized ( Haykin, 1999 ). The support vectors used by SVMs are ex-

mples that fit the decision surface. Therefore, these examples

re more difficult to classify and directly influence the decision

oundary ( Haykin, 1999 ). After a running time of 0.01 second, the

VM model mapped the example space and returns a classifica-

ion, which achieved κ = 0 . 660 ( ± 0.051) and accuracy = 80.73%

 ± 3.03), according to Table 11 . The confusion matrix for the 2

lass configuration A-BC is presented on Table 12 , where accuracy

 92.49% ( ± 3.18) and κ = 0.8455 ( ± 0.0653). 

.3.5. Decision tree induction algorithm - DT 

A DT is a classifier expressed as a recursive partition of the ex-

mple space and has been the most widely used approach to rep-

esent classification models, mainly due to its comprehensible na-

ure. The structure of a decision tree consists of nodes that have

xactly one incoming edge, except the root node, which is at the

op of the tree. A node with outgoing edges is called an inter-

al or test node. Each internal node splits the instance space into

wo or more sub-spaces according to an attribute. All other nodes

re called leaves. Each leaf represents the most appropriate class

or a subset of examples. New examples are classified starting at

he root and go down to a leaf node, according to the outcome of

he tests along the path ( Quinlan, 1986; Rokach & Maimon, 2005 ).

he J48 algorithm available in Weka was employed in this paper

o generate the tree model. This is a version of the C4.5 decision

ree algorithm proposed by ( Quinlan, 1993 ). This model achieved

= 0.688 ( ± 0.093) and accuracy = 81.28% ( ± 5.506), according

o Table 13 .With only 2 classes, J48 constructs a model, as showed

n Table 14 , where accuracy = 93.31% ( ± 2.75) and κ = 0.8598 ( ±
.0555). 

. Results 

So far, we have compared two strategies, i.e., one using texture

escriptor as feature extractor, associated with KNN, NN, SVM and
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Table 14 

DT confusion matrix: Classes A 

and BC. 

real \ predicted A BC 

A 36 2 

BC 0 56 

Table 15 

data set: A-B-C average accuracy by classification 

process. 

model Accuracy (%) κ

CNN 77.69 ( ± 7.11) 0.611 ( ± 0.124) 

MLP 81.26 ( ± 4.90) 0.681 ( ± 0.081) 

KNN 82.11 ( ± 6.17) 0.703 ( ± 0.102) 

SVM 80.73 ( ± 3.03) 0.660 ( ± 0.051) 

DT 81.28 ( ± 5.51) 0.688 ( ± 0.093) 

Table 16 

data set: A-BC average accuracy by classification 

process. 

model κ accuracy % 

CNN 79.07 ( ± 9.95) 0.549 ( ± 0.216) 

MLP 93.56 ( ± 3.86) 0.867 ( ± 0.080) 

KNN 92.50 ( ± 4.15) 0.846 ( ± 0.085) 

SVM 92.49 ( ± 3.18) 0.845 ( ± 0.065) 

DT 93.31 ( ± 2.75) 0.860 ( ± 0.056) 
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T as classification techniques; and other directly with CNN with-

ut taking any pre-processing. In order to provide a more compre-

ensive comparison between these strategies, Tables 15 and 16 ex-

ibits our main results. Each box summarizes the accuracy values

rom each classification technique for the test set. 

Considering the data summarized at Tables 15 and 16 , it is pos-

ible to realize that the accuracy presented by CNN is the lowest

mong other ML techniques. 

. Conclusion 

In this paper, we extended and performed a comprehensive

valuation of a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) compared to

exture descriptors to classify wood board samples. To evaluate the

redictive performance of this technique, experiments were carried

ut using a data set taken from a real-world problem. The indus-

ries are not always interested in the most accurate technique for

 given problem, but the most appropriate for the expected re-

ults. In other words, there must be a balance between accuracy

nd computational cost, beneficial to the process efficiency. 

Empirical results for the image data set have shown that the

exture descriptor method proposed, regardless of the strategy em-

loyed, is very competitive when compared with CNN for all per-

ormed experiments. 

These results point out that ML techniques, associated with tex-

ure descriptors, were able to improve the general performance of

he classification systems for the problems under analysis. 

The best performance of the Texture Descriptor (TD) method

ould be caused by the nature of the image data set, once it

as captured from two-dimensional well behaved images, such as

ood board samples. In cases of higher dimensionality, as face or

andwritten recognition system, there are plenty examples on lit-

rature that point out CNN as the best performance solution. 

Variations of DL techniques that gives more attention to the ex-

raction of texture-based features is another promising direction

or this niche of image classification tasks. 
Once the proposed method achieve good performance when ap-

lied to wood board images, the same procedure also should be

xpanded to other image data sets. 

Many important issues that are critical to practical applications

f image classifications on industrial environment remain to be ex-

lored, for example, the task of labeling data for learning process

s daunting and tedious, requiring sometimes millions of labels to

chieve the reasonable results. Active learning can often signifi-

antly decrease the effort of humans operators by carefully select-

ng which instances from the unlabeled dataset should be labeled. 

In this context we propose for future works to creating indus-

rial visual inspection methodology for materials with appearance

hange between batches, and having variations that for an human

re hard to classify in a consistent manner. 
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